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Abstract
We present an algorithm for conjunctive and disjunctive Boolean equation sys-
tems (BESs), which arise frequently in the verication and analysis of nite state
concurrent systems. In contrast to the previously best known O(e2) time solu-
tions, our algorithm computes the solution of such a xpoint equation system
with size e and alternation depth d in O(elogd) time.
1 Introduction
A Boolean Equation System (BES) [1, 5, 6] is a sequence of boolean equations with
minimal and maximal xpoints. It gives a useful framework for the verication of nite
state concurrent systems. This is due to the fact that many interesting properties of
systems can naturally be specied in the modal -calculus [4]. The model checking
problem says whether such a formula holds for a transition system. This problem, or
more concretely a formula and a transition system, can be straightforwardly translated
to a boolean equation system. So, a pleasant feature of a boolean equation system is
that it gives a concise way of representing the model checking problem, laying bare the
essential problem of computing the xpoints.
We examine conjunctive and disjunctive fragments of boolean equation systems.
Many practically relevant properties of systems can be expressed by means of xed
points that lead to boolean equations in either conjunctive or disjunctive forms. It
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is therefore interesting to develop specic resolution techniques for these particular
fragments.
All previous algorithms for solving conjunctive and disjunctive classes, including
those from [2, 5], take at least quadratic time in the size of a boolean equation system
in the worst case. For large boolean equations which are typically encountered in model
checking and preorder/equivalence checking of realistic systems, these algorithms often
lead to unacceptable running times. Up to now, it has been an open question whether
or not the quadratic upper bound could be improved (e.g. see [2]).
The contribution of this paper is to resolve the question by presenting an especially
fast algorithm for nding a solution for a boolean equation system in either conjunctive
or disjunctive form. Given such a boolean equation system with size e and alternation
depth d, our algorithm nds the solution using time O(elogd) in the worst case. This
improves the best known upper bound and makes the verication of a large class of
xpoint expressions more tractable.
In this paper, we focus on devising the algorithm and giving the analysis of its asymp-
totic complexity. An evaluation of the performance on practical verication problems,
and an empirical comparison between our approach and other related algorithms are
left for future work.
Our algorithm combines essentially graph theoretic techniques for nding strong
components [7, 8] and hierarchical clustering [9]. King, Kupferman and Vardi [3]
recently found an algorithm in the realm of parity word automata. Their algorithm
is very similar to ours and also resorts to the ideas in [9]. But their algoritm has a
very dierent purpose, namely to decide the nonemptyness of parity word automata.
Our approach diers from [3] in that we can employ a special structure of boolean
equation systems, called alternation depth (see Def. 2.1), and our algorithm suggests
even a slight improvement over [3].
This note is organised as follows. Section 2 introduces basic notions concerning
boolean systems of equations. Section 3 formalises our idea of solving disjunctive (and
conjunctive respectively) subclasses and presents the algorithm. Section 4 deals with
the correctness and the complexity of the algorithm.
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2 Boolean equation systems
A Boolean equation system is an ordered sequence of xed point equations of the form
(1x1 = 1)(2x2 = 2):::(nxn = 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where all xi are dierent. We generally use the letter E to represent a Boolean equation
system, and let  stand for the empty Boolean equation system. The symbol i species
the polarity of the xed points. The symbol i is  if the i-th equation is a least xed
point equation and  if it is a greatest xed point equation. The order of equations
in a Boolean equation system is very important, and we keep the order on variables
and their indices in strict synchrony. We write X = fx1;x2;:::;xng for the set of
all Boolean variables. For each 1  i  n we allow i to be a formula over Boolean
variables and constants false and true and operators ^ and _, summarised by the
grammar:
 ::= true j false j x 2 X j 1 ^ 2 j 1 _ 2:
For non trivial Boolean equation systems (i.e. where the right hand side of interesting
variables is not equal to true and false) true and false can be removed by simple
propositional reasoning. Therefore, in the sequel, we assume that true and false do
not occur in the Boolean equation systems that we consider.
Denition 2.1. Let
E  (1x1 = 1)(2x2 = 2):::(nxn = n)
be a Boolean equation system. The alternation depth of E, notation ad(E), is the
number of variables xj (1  j < n) such that j 6= j+1. An index j is a -starting
point of E if j = , and either j = 1 or j 1 = . If j is a -starting point then the
-segment of j are those indices j;j + 1;:::;j + k such that j+i =  (0  i  k) and
either j + k = n or j+k+1 = . Dual denitions can be given for .
Note that the alternation depth of a Boolean equation system is twice the number of
-starting points of a Boolean equation system minus 0,1 or 2 depending on whether or
not there are initial and trailing 's. Furthermore, note that for each equation system
E with variables from X we have that ad(E)  jXj. That is, the alternation depth of
a Boolean equation system never exceeds the number of variables involved.
The semantics of Boolean equation systems provides a uniquely determined solution,
to each Boolean equation system E. A solution is a valuation assigning a constant
value in f0;1g (with 0 standing for false and 1 for true) to all variables occurring in
E. Let v;v1;::: range over valuations, where each v is a function v : X ! f0;1g. We
extend the denition of valuations to terms in the standard way. So, v() is the value
of the term  after replacing each free variable x in  by v(x). Let v[x:=a] denote the
valuation that coincides with v for all variables except x, which has the value a. We
suppose that [x:=a] has priority over all operations and v[x:=a] stands for (v[x:=a]).
Similarly, we apply [x:=a] to terms; [x:=a] indicates the term  where all occurrences
of x have been replaced by a.3 THE ALGORITHM 4
Denition 2.2 (The solution of a Boolean equation system). The solution of a
Boolean equation system E relative to a valuation v, denoted by [[E]]v, is an assignment
inductively dened by
[[]]v = v
[[(ixi = i)E]]v =

[[E]]v[xi:=MIN(xi;i;E;v)] if i = 
[[E]]v[xi:=MAX(xi:i;E;v)] if i = 
where
MIN(xi;i;E;v) =
V
faji([[E]](v[x:=a])) ) ag
MAX(xi;i;E;v) =
W
faja ) i([[E]](v[x:=a]))g:
As an example let us consider the following Boolean equation systems.
Example 2.3. Let X be the set fx1;x2;x3g and assume we are given a Boolean
equation system
E1  ((x1 = x1 ^ x2)(x2 = x1 _ x3)(x3 = x3)):
The system E1 is alternation-free, i.e. ad(E1) = 0, because it does not contain -starting
points. The solution of E1 is given by the valuation v : X ! f0;1g dened by v(xi) = 0
for i = 1;2;3.
Example 2.4. Let X be the set fx1;x2;x3g and assume we are given a Boolean
equation system
E2  ((x1 = x2)(x2 = x1 _ x3)(x3 = x2 ^ x3)):
The system E2 is alternating, with alternation depth ad(E2) = 2. The solution of E2 is
given by the valuation v : X ! f0;1g dened by v(xi) = 1 for i = 1;2;3.
So much for the preliminaries, which apply to all Boolean equation systems. We come
now to the algorithm itself which refers to the disjunctive case only. The conjunctive
case is fully dual and is therefore not treated explicitly.
3 The algorithm
We call a Boolean equation system disjunctive if no conjunction symbol (^) appears
in its right-hand side expressions. Given such a disjunctive system, we can view its
variables as vertices of a graph and the dependencies between the variables as directed
edges, obtaining another representation as dened below.
Denition 3.1. Let
E  (1x1 = 1)(2x2 = 2):::(nxn = n)
be a Boolean equation system. The dependency graph GE = (V;E;`) of E is dened as
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 V = f1;:::;ng,
 E = fhi;ji j xj occurs in ig,
 ` is a labelling function dened by `(i) = i.
Denition 3.2. Let G = (V;E;`) be a dependency graph and k 2 V . We dene the
graph Gk = (V;Ek;`) by taking
 Ek = fhi;ji 2 E j i  k and j  kg.
The following essential lemma comes from [2].
Lemma 3.3. Let GE = (V;E;`) be the dependency graph of a disjunctive Boolean
equation system E. Let xi be any variable in E and let valuation v be the solution of
E. Then the following are equivalent:
1. v(xi) = 1
2. 9j 2 V with `(j) =  such that:
(a) j is reachable from i, and
(b) GE contains a cycle of which the lowest index of a vertex on this cycle is j.
Finding cycles in graphs can be done in linear time using any algorithm to detect
strongly connected components [7, 8]. A strongly connected component (SCC) in a
graph G = (V;E;`) is a set of vertices W  V such that for each pair of vertices
k;l 2 W it is possible to reach l from k by following directed edges in E. In the sequel
we assume that all strongly connected components are maximal in the sense that there
does not exist a larger set of vertices that is also a strongly connected component.
As we are generally interested in v(x1), we assume that all vertices in the depen-
dency graph are reachable from vertex 1. So, the condition that needs to be checked is
whether there is a cycle in GE of which the lowest numbered vertex has label . The
following algorithm performs this task eciently. To apply the algorithm on boolean
equation system with n equations, MinNuLoop(k;n;G) must be executed where G is
the dependency graph and k is the rst -starting point. If such a starting point does
not exist, v(x1) = 0.
Algorithm. We dene the algorithm MinNuLoop(k1;k2;G) where k1 and k2 are in-
dices such that k1  k2, G = (V;E;`) is a dependency graph, `(k1) =  and jEj  jV j.
The algorithm MinNuLoop calculates whether there is an index k with k1  k  k3,
`(k) =  and k is the smallest vertex on some cycle of G. The algorithm consists of
the following steps:4 CORRECTNESS AND COMPLEXITY 6
1. Let s be the number of -starting points on k1;:::;k2. Let k3 be the index of the
d1
2se-th -starting point on k1;:::;k2. Calculate the strongly connected compo-
nents of Gk3. Let C(k) represent the strongly connected component containing
k. An SCC is called trivial if it consists of one vertex and has no self-loop.
Check whether any vertex on the -segment of k3 resides in a non-trivial strongly
connected component. If so, report `found' and stop.
2. Here and in 5 below we check vertices in the range k1;:::;k3   2. Calculate the
graph G0 = (V 0;E0;`0) by
V 0 = fC(i) j i 2 V and 9j:hi;ji 2 E and C(i) 6= C(j)g;
E0 = fhC(i);C(j)i 2 V 0  V 0 j hi;ji 2 E; C(i) 6= C(j)g and
`0(i) =

`(i) if C(i) trivial;
 otherwise:
3. Let k4 be the smallest index of a -starting point larger than k3. We check vertices
in the range k4;:::;k2 (see also item 6). Calculate the graph G00 = (V 00;E00;`) by
V 00 = fi 2 V j C(i) is not trivialg and
E00 = fhi;ji 2 V 00  V 00 j hi;ji 2 E and C(i) = C(j)g:
4. Forget G.
5. If k1  k3   2, execute MinNuLoop(k1;k3   2;G0).
6. If k4  k2, execute MinNuLoop(k4;k2;G00).
The algorithm stops reporting `found' i a loop with a minimal -labelled vertex exists,
or in other words i variable x1 holds in the boolean equation system.
4 Correctness and complexity
The correctness of the algorithm can be seen as follows. In step 1 it is straightforwardly
checked whether any vertex in the -segment of k3 is the smallest -labelled vertex on
a cycle.
When investigating whether any of the vertices in the range k1;:::;k3   2 (vertex
k3   1 is -labelled) is the smallest -labelled node on a cycle, all strongly connected
components calculated in step 1 occur in G0 and can therefore be safely collapsed.
Furthermore, nodes C(i) in V 0 without outgoing edges cannot contribute to cycles,
and can therefore be removed. Note that as all nodes without outgoing edges are
removed from G0, the precondition that jE0j > jV 0j to invoke MinNuLoop is met.
When investigating whether any vertex in the range k4;:::;k2 is the smallest, only
nodes already on a cycle in Gk3 can contribute. Therefore, in G00 only those edges
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The time complexity of the algorithm MinNuLoop(k1;k2;G) is O(jEjlogA) where
G = (V;E;`) and A is the number of -starting points on k1;:::;k2. As noted elsewhere
in this note 2A is approximately the alternation depth of the Boolean equation system
that corresponds to G.
The time complexity has a nice justication. In step 1 of MinNuLoop it takes
O(jV j)  O(jEj) to determine k3. Calculating Gk3, the strongly connected compo-
nents and checking whether any vertex on the -segment of k3 resides on a non-trivial
strongly connected component requires O(jEj) time.
In step 2, 3 and 4 the graphs G0 and G00 are constructed to replace G. This can
clearly be done in time O(jEj).
A crucial observation is that for each edge hi;ji 2 E at most one edge shows up in
either E0 or E00, depending on whether C(i) = C(j). This means that jE0j+jE00j  jEj.
Furthermore, if the number of -starting points in k1;:::;k2 is A, then there are at most
1
2A -starting points in both k1;:::;k3 1 and k4;:::;k2. So MinNuLoop(k1;k3 1;G0)
has time complexity O(jE0jlog 1
2A) and MinNuLoop(k4;k2;G00) has time complexity
O(jE00jlog
1
2A). So, the time complexity of MinNuLoop(k1;k2;G) is
O(jEj) + O(jE
0jlog
1
2
A) + O(jE
00jlog
1
2
A)  O(jEj + jEjlog
1
2
A) = O(jEjlogA):
The time complexity for solving a boolean equation system also contains the generation
of the dependency graph, and is easily seen to be O(elogd) where e is the size of the
boolean equation system and d the alternation depth.
The space complexity of MinNuLoop(k1;k2;G) is O(jEj). In order to see this it
suces to note that the graphs constructed in step 2 and 3 are together smaller than
the graph G, which is thrown away in step 4. So, the memory footage is only reduced
while executing the algorithm. As generating the dependency graph also takes linear
space, solving a disjunctive BES also takes linear space.
A note about the alternation depth. We have taken a denition of alternation
depth based on the sequential occurrences of 's and 's in a Boolean equation system.
A denition of alternation depth that abstracts from the syntactical appearance can
be found in Denition 3.34 of [5]. The idea is that to determine the alternation depth
only chains of equations in a Boolean equation system must be followed that depend
on each other. Using for instance Lemma 3.22 of [5] a Boolean equation system can be
reordered such that our notion of alternation depth and the notion of [5] coincide.
A note about the open question in [2]. In [2] the following open question was
stated. Given a directed graph of which the vertices are ordered and labelled with
either red or green. Is there a sub quadratic algorithm to determine whether the graph
contains a cycle of which the smallest vertex has label green? The algorithm presented
here provides such an ecient algorithm.
Disjunctive and conjunctive straight BESs. In [2] so called disjunctive/conjunctiveREFERENCES 8
straight BESs were introduced. These are BESs where variables with conjunction sym-
bols in their right hand side do not mutually depend on variables with disjunctions in
their right hand side. By partitioning such a BES our algorithm can be straight-
forwardly adapted to be applicable to this case also without loss of time or space
complexity.
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